A TIME FOR CHANGE: The Evolution and Development of the Integrity Ireland Project - 2016
The good news is that a lot of people are contacting us for support. The not-sogood news is that we are so overwhelmed that we cannot keep up with demand. As a
result, some people feel they are being overlooked or ignored. This is regrettable, but at
present unavoidable. It is an unfortunate reality that the justice system in this country is
driving thousands of people to distraction and despair. Having exhausted all the statutory
options open to them, many have turned to Integrity Ireland in the hope of some relief or
assistance. However, the plain fact of the matter is that we are operating with insufficient
funding, and without enough support or resources to be able to cope in any proficient way
with the demands being made of us. This is one of the main reasons why we published the
S.O.S. Guide as a first-stage guidebook for people who find themselves in difficulties with
rogue operators within the agencies of the State. The SOS Guide has been specifically
designed to bring new or prospective I-I members up to date on what the REAL problem is;
how and why it is happening in the first place; and what we can each do about it. It is
absolutely vital that we ALL understand that the main reason rogue authorities keep
getting away with what they’re doing is because of OUR lack of understanding and OUR
lack of unity. It will always be easy for rogue authorities to dominate and oppress isolated
individuals – especially those who can’t (or won’t) understand ‘the rules’ (their rules, that
is). This is why we keep promoting unity, cooperation and collaboration amongst I-I
members and supporters – so that we ALL benefit from each other’s experiences, and from
our collective support. It should be clear to everyone by now that if we are to get justice in
any of our cases, and if we are to effect SOME positive long-term change in the Irish justice
system, that the ONLY chance we have is to work together and focus on the things that
actually work. Talk is cheap. Sitting on the sidelines is easy, and complaining about what
isn’t being done is distracting and unhelpful. The fact of the matter is that we are doing our
level best to move a volunteer organisation forwards in something approaching a
‘professional’ manner – but without any of the usual professional supports, and without
the requisite funding or ‘expert’ personnel to oversee each stage of development. And
whether or not everyone involved in I-I understands the dynamics of project development,
the fact of the matter is that there MUST be a central philosophy; there MUST be a plan for
development; and there MUST be unity of purpose amongst the membership – otherwise,
like so many other well-intentioned activist initiatives, Integrity Ireland will suffer the
inevitable failings of any project that lacks a clear focus, or that lacks a solid central vision
and practical methods of operation. This is why it is vitally important that we have a core
philosophy and a system of membership that ensures three main things:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Links to I-I Resources
I-I website homepage
Latest news
Next I-I Meeting
Application forms
I-I faceboook page
Complaints database
Case stories
Secure I-I website
HAFTA report forms
Video case studies
Polls & Surveys
Notice of
Criminal Complaint

The I-I S.O.S. GUIDE

Arrest of Garda Commissioner (video)

That Integrity Ireland is seen by the general public as a legitimate and appropriate response to
the chronic failings of the Irish justice system.
That membership of I-I will bring some hope, support and relief to its members.
That I-I will naturally grow into a national association that is accessible to everyone in the
country – and beyond, where appropriate.

It seems fair to say that in many cases we have achieved the first two criteria –
and in doing so we have placed several rogue authority figures ‘on notice’ that there
WILL be consequences if they abuse their positions when dealing with I-I members.

However, in considering the third criteria ; that of being ‘available’ to everyone in the country, it is clear that we
have reached a stage where our organisational structure and communications systems need to be adjusted if we are
to remain as effective as possible. Until now there has only been ONE central point of administration via the I-I
Administrator (Stephen Manning) who has undertaken the main responsibility for the development of the I-I websites;
for processing membership applications; for producing updates and videos; for the organising of meetings and
presentations; and for organising Court support. In addition Stephen is also managing a database of several thousand
members and supporters, is sending out these I-I updates and, with the support of a small number of helpers is
responding to hundreds of emails, texts, phone calls and Facebook messages on a weekly basis. He is doing this on top
of his other responsibilities as a husband and father; as a book publisher; as a sports official; as someone pursuing a
number of private prosecutions and civil cases against the State; and as a prospective independent candidate in the
upcoming election. As anyone can see this is an unmanageable and unworkable scenario if Integrity Ireland is to
continue to grow organically and is to remain as effective for the individual member as it is as a citizens-driven
association which is directly challenging several senior authority figures in the State.

The fact that we are being actively monitored by An Garda Síochána; that our post and online
communications are being intercepted; and that members’ phones and computers have been seized
also needs to be taken into consideration – and even though there are no legitimate or lawful
justification for these actions, the fact remains that keeping all our key communications and
operations in one central source is both impractical and unwise.
Accordingly, we have now moved to a system of communication
based on the County where you live, and we are busy setting up
local groups as we speak. The corresponding Facebook pages
will be the first point of contact for all prospective members and
supporters where you can seek and offer support, share contact
details, arrange meetings in your locality, and generally keep in
touch with each other. The local facilitators and administrators
will be in touch with ‘I-I Central’ which will continue to put up
important notices and focus on issues and cases which have a
bearing on all of us, but local support and communications will
now transfer to your local I-I Facebook platform. Some of these
local groups are still being set up so if you do not get a response
from your nearest local group then please try another bordering
County. It will take some time to get every County in Ireland to
be represented by a local I-I administrator, but if you would like
to perform this straightforward service for others please contact
Stephen directly at admin@integrityireland.ie. Thank you.

Our growing I-I project has the potential to bring some genuine and lasting reform to our broken justice
system but only if we each do our bit – and do so with a united sense of purpose and determination. Clearly, we are
having a major unsettling effect on rogue authority figures but ‘they’ remain very active behind the scenes doing
whatever they can to block and obstruct us. We need to remember that one of our core I-I principles is that we each
get help by giving help; and that those trying to drive this project forwards without proper funding, without adequate
resources and in the face of determined obstructionism by agents of the State are only human. We need YOUR help
and active support too. Our central strength lies in building a community of mutually-supportive activists in a
compassionate and understanding way – so please keep the faith, please keep positive, and please do your bit.

And finally, the main reason that Stephen is running as an independent candidate in
Co. Mayo is to highlight the Integrity Ireland project and thereby draw attention not only to
the shocking state of corruption in this State but also, indirectly, to each of our individual
cases. The local elections officer Fintan Murphy (who is also the local County Registrar) has,
for some as-yet unknown reason failed to notify the media that Stephen is running, and he
has also refused to send a candidates’ information pack to us. We have also been informed
that certain media outlets including a local radio station and a national newspaper chain
have been instructed NOT to cover I-I related issues, so we will be relying heavily on friends
and followers of I-I to spread the word via social media so that we get maximum value from
our deposit and get a fair amount of exposure in the mainstream media.
Naturally, any generous souls who have anything to offer in the way of time, help, support, advice or donations –
especially if you are in the Connaught region – should please contact Stephen A.S.A.P, because..

“One by one – together – we CAN make a difference!”

Please feel free to spread the word and share the following election-related statements and links.

Media contacts with questions about the election or I-I may reach Stephen on 086 218 9229
For all other I-I related enquiries, please revert to your local I-I group, thank you.

